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Abstract : William Wells Brown’s play underlines the inhuman practice of slavery system in 

contemporary Southern part of the American. It also lights on complicated religious and 

racial struggle among the southerners. In addition to this, sexual atrocities of African 

American mistress from the white masters and their sons are also crucial issue of the play. 

The play reveals the social, cultural & moral decadence of the Whites in relation to African 

American slavery. 
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Introduction :  

 The beginning of African American theatre in America is most significant 

phenomenon in connection of African American freedom movement. It is believed that the 

roots of African American theater lies in early ‘minstrel’
1 

however, these early mistrel shows 

performed by white Americans with black masks only for white audiences. These shows 

posed the African Americans as superstitious, buffoonish, ignorant, stupid and lazy.  In due 

course time the African Americans slaves began to perform dance to get relaxation form the 

heavy plantation work on the farm of their white masters and obviously they involved in 

minstrel shows. But simultaneously they had to entertain to their master and also work on 

plantation.   In real sense, they have to act as entertainers and also plantation workers. 

Though their shows were controlled by the white’s cultural tradition, they themselves have a 

great heritage of their own culture from Africa. Because when they brought to America as 

commercial slaves they brought with them their own fables, spirituals, blues & folklore in 

short the oral tradition of their African culture. As James V. Hatch notes: 

 Many people believe that black theater began with Lorraine Hansberry's A Raisin in 

the Sun (1959) and that whatever preceded Hansberry did not amount to much. They are 

wrong. Black theater stretches back into antiquity, and for Afro-Americans, shared glory with 

the dark-skinned pharaohs of Egypt is as legitimate as shared glory with the Greeks for 

Western Caucasians. However, until recently, Egypt, the site of the most ancient monuments 

where religious ritual flourished, was excised politically from the African continent by 

Western historians who labeled the culture of the pharaohs not an African but a Semitic-

Hamitic triumph. With Egypt and Arab North Africa skimmed off the top of the continent, the 

world's most ancient rituals (the Memphite dramas and the birth and death of Osiris) 

disappeared from African history to become objects of Middle Eastern studies or a separate  
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area of study, Egyptology. Only in the late twentieth century have scholars again identified 

the "Negroid" features of the pharaohs of the Upper Nile with the people south of the Sahara.
2
 

James V. Hatch observation clearly shows that the origin of African American theatre 

goes back to old African culture. Hence, the African American who brought various fables 

and oral tradition of history with them are reflected in the African American theatre. The 

‘Negroid
’3

 features of the Pharaohs
4
 at upper side of Nile indicate the cultural tradition of the 

African Americans. There are many Signs of African cultural heritage we can find in the oral 

tradition of African Americans. Besides this cultural background of the African Americans, 

to understand the theatre we have to go at first African American known play by James 

Brown’s King Shotaway (1823). This play credited to be the first known play by African 

American dramatist.  

In New York Brown established the first black theater company known as 

African Grove Theater The theatre performed Shakespeare plays developed the career 

of the first African American actor Ira Aldridge. However, the theatre was closed after 

its little success implementing the charges of misbehaver.  The theater closed for five 

years. Brown also tried to perform King Shotaway on the stage. Today there are no 

copies of the play is available. However, Brown is credited to become the first known 

playwright in the African American theater.  

 Escape or a Leap for freedom (1858) is a first African American published play 

by William Wells Brown (1814-1884). He was born as slave to an African American 

slave woman and white slaveholder father. In his early days he served to various white 

slaveholders. Then he escaped in the year 1834 from his masters and changed his 

name as Quaker Well Brown. Then he joined abolition movement and writes many 

books as well as delivered various antislavery lectures. He also credited to be the first 

writer of slave narrative, travel book and novel among the African American ethn ic 

minority in the US. He wrote verity of literary books: Narrative of William W. Brown, 

a Fugitive Slave (1847), Clotel (1853), The Black Man (1863), The Negro in the American 

Rebellion (1867), The Rising Son (1873) and My Southern Home (1880). This variety of 

writings contains the slave life, racism and abolitionism regarding the African American 

people and their exploitation in slavery system, their predicament and plight to get rid from 

their masters.  

Escape or a Leap for freedom (1858) is most significant and pioneering contribution 

in the African American theater. The present play is a story of two protagonists, Glean and 

Melinda. Both are African American slaves who married to each other but their marriage was 

not approved by their masters. Glean was owned by Mr. Hamilton (Dr. Gaines’ brother-in-

law) and Melinda was owned by Mr. Gaines who is doctor by profession, slaveholder and 

proprietors of the farm at Muddy Creek, Missouri in the South America. Melina is his house 

slave hence, he understand her as his private property. He tries to seduce her sexually but she 

refuses her and wishes to live with another slave Glean who is working at another plantation 

owner named Mr. Hamilton. Glean is aware of Mr. Gains intention about Melinda hence; he 

wishes to protect her at the cost of his life.  When Mr. Gains exploits Melinda his actual wife 

Mrs. Gains becomes jealous about her and she also exploits her psychologically. Mr. Gains 
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brought Melinda in cottage ten miles away at his farm and ask her for sexual submission in 

exchange he provides her separate cottage as well as clothes. However, Melinda prefers to 

live with Glean a slave at another plantation. Thereafter, Mr. Gains becomes furious and try 

to kill Melinda giving her poison in the cottage and promised to murder Glean. To get rid 

from the terror from Mr. Gains Glean and Melinda both try to escape from their master and 

succeeded to runaway to Canada with the help of Ohio Crackers of Underground Rail Road. 

Besides this the play is panoramic depiction of contemporary slave life and the immoral life 

of their masters.  

           The play Escape or a Leap for freedom exposes the tyranny of slavery system in South 

America. Through the play it is clear that to exploits slaves sexually and physically the whites 

masters deliberately makes the separation of slave families to different plantation owners. In 

the present play separation of Melinda and Glean is also the part of same tactics of white 

master. Regarding the character of Glean and Melinda Abramson, Doris M observes: “The 

chief antagonists are a white couple, Dr. and Mrs. Gains, who mouth Christian sentiments 

while threatening to whip their slaves.”
5 

The White master uses their religion to mislead the 

African American slaves. In the present play Mr. and Mrs. Gains refuses to give the 

acceptance to the marriage of Melinda and Glean they use the religious tactics to destroy their 

marriage and separate them from sentimental union. Hence, there is conflict between white’s 

religious hypocrisy and African Americans.  The protest of Glean and Melinda against Mr. 

Gains and his wife is a sign of freedom movement of the slave. The whites masters always 

discriminate among the slave women, they gave favor to attractive woman in order to 

sexually exploit them. “It is common knowledge that the whites plantation owner took 

attractive Negro woman as concubines. It is also true that the white masters or his son often 

discriminated in favor of the Negro mistress”
6 

it seems to us the inhuman approach of the 

Whites towards African American slave women. They never   treated these women with 

respect and honor they just understood them as a thing created by God for their pleasure. 

These women’s life, sentiments and self are nothing for them. If the slave woman does not 

behave as per the mood of her master, he was free to sell her to other slaveholder. Melinda 

opposed to Dr. Gains her master hence; definitely Dr. Gains sell her as an animal to another 

slaveholder.   The discussion of Glean and Melinda in the play is as:           

MELINDA: But we could never succeed in the attempt to escape. 

GLEN:     We will make the trial, and show that we at 

                   least deserve success. There is a slave trader expected 

                   here next week, and Dr. Gaines would sell you at once 

                   if he knew that we were married. We must get ready 

                   and start, and if we can pass the Ohio river, we'll be 

                   safe on the road to Canada ( ELFF- pp. 52
) 7 

 Melinda and Glean are slaves who want happy life but it is not accepted by their 

master hence, they decided to run away from plantation to Canada. This event shows the 

subhuman treatment to slaves from their masters.  

The play explores the theme of Northerners Verses Southerners. There was conflict 

between these two parts of the same country. South Americans were very traditional by their 
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ideology on the other hand Northerners were against the slavery system. In the play southern 

slaves run to North to take shelter and get rid from slavery system. “Brown handling of 

Glen’s leap is significant in that act not only define Glen but also prescripts racial roles in 

cultural drama of antislavery efforts”
8. 

William Wells Brown’s characters Glen and Melinda 

represents the escape of many African American slaves from racial discrimination of 

contemporary time hence, the tray of Brown to showcase the sorrow of slaves through 

dramatic art is significant.      

The play underlines the inhuman practice of slavery system in contemporary South 

American society. It also lights on the complicated racial and religious struggle among the 

southerners. In addition to this, sexual atrocities of African American mistress from white 

masters and their sons are also crucial issue of the play. “Dr. Gains attempted violation of 

Melinda is not an original act but, rather, a part of large cultural history of violence”
9.

Dr. 

Gains act is motivated by the history of violence and tradition of exploitation of the African 

Americans slave families. The play reveals the social, cultural & moral decadence of the 

Whites in relation to African American slavery. 

The play also has literary values because it is full of irony and humor also. The 

technique of Brown to showcase the sorrow through humor and irony is innovative. Being the 

first African American Playwright the struggle William Wells Brown is most significant for 

the whole African American community. After William wells Brown there were many 

African Americans Wrote plays not to their career as playwright but for  the contribute in 

African American freedom movement. 
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